
Chapter Two!

The question at hand is this. Where do Trends come from? I mean there’s a whole industry
devoted to figuring out what is cool and where trends come from-  so I can’t answer the question
generally. But I can speak specifically. Sometimes you really can trace a trend.

Marx [00:03:43] I have always been fascinated about getting as specific as possible for
where does a trend start and where does it come from and why does it spread?

W. David Marx  is the author of the book Status and Culture

And I think often in the U.S., it's just too hard to track it down.

America is just a big ole country. But David Marx doesn’t live in America.

[00:01:36] I live in Tokyo, Japan. I've lived here for the last 19 years.

And David Marx  is also the author of the book Ametora: How Japan Saved American Style.
And in Japan, it is, historically, much easier to track how and why trends spread.

You know, I was able, with this book, to find the very, very specific people and the
decisions that they made to make things happen.

And this is because Japan, for over 200 years, was secluded from much of the Western world.
There were very few international influences coming in. And so when  any influence came in
from the outside, it was really noticeable.

[00:03:19] And so Japan becomes kind of a laboratory where you get to see the very
specific cultural influence that happens when certain people do things and push things
and then, you know, spread from there.

But let me back up- In 1639, Japan was tired of Europeans constantly sailing over to try to
convert them to Catholicism and rip them off in unfair trades, and Japan was like, enough.
Enough! Everyone out. We’re done with this. And they cut off all contact to the west. It wasn't
until - again- over 200 years later– in the late 19th century that Japan finally RE-opened to
international trade and visitors. And this was when Emperor Meiji came to power. And Emperor
meiji, in order to assert Japan’s role on the global stage, decided, by law, to completely change
the nation’s fashion

[00:08:01] Western material culture was seen as being one of the strengths of Western
society.  And so if you're going to catch up with Western society and you're going to
become a military rival and all these things, you've got to adopt all those stylistic things
as well.

Emperor Meiji launched a so-called modernization campaign.
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So it sounds silly now that, oh, in order to have a great Army, Navy, you need to have,
you know, shorter haircuts. But that's literally, you know, something that happened. And
not because “oh that looks good.” But because they thought it had an advantage for their
nation.

The emperor himself  ditched traditional robes and started to wear  European style military
uniforms.  He also he cut his hair european short from a samurai top knot. And then Emperor
Meiji passed a Haircut edict that instructed all former samurai to chop off their top knots too.

Masafumi: [00:09:39] So Japanese government actively promoted and embraced
European culture, including European philosophy and music, art and of course fashion
as well

Masafumi Monden lectures in Japanese Studies at the University of Sydney.

Masafumi: [00:09:55] men, especially in the upper class,...started wearing European
style clothes as a sort of visual sartorial signifier that they modernized.

And so during this time, known as the Meiji Restoration, when Japan was trying to hold their
own in global trade and commerce, the Japanese Navy began to dress like the British, and the
Japanese Army began to look like the french. And as part of this movement, in 1885, Tokyo’s
Imperial University put students in a uniform that made them look like little fancy Prussian
soldiers.

Masafumi: [00:14:21] Yeah. It was a school uniform that was modeled on military
regalia. So it has, like, a mao collar and like a black sort of like a jacket.

and this black jacket had double breasted brass buttons that buttoned all the way to the top of
the black mao collar. And the pants were also black.

So it's quite different from a common school uniform. [00:14:37][15.5]

Soon all male students- in all levels of school and in college were wearing this black prussian
army outfit. I was just looking at a bunch of Japanese screen prints from the turn of the last
century at the met and every time you see a little boy, he looks like a little goth footman.
Because he’s wearing this black uniform which is called a Gakuran.

Marx: [00:13:15] So you'll still see it in Japan. So the gakuran also called a tsume-eri
which means a square collar - its like this square prussian military jacket in black serge
cloth with black pants [00:13:49] But basically in the late 19th century, all the way to the
war and beyond, if you were a elite high school student, you wore it and then you went
to college and you still wore it.

Often boys wore literally the same gakuran all the time. Like they would own one or two
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So basically people all the way until they graduated college would wear this one uniform
every single day. [00:15:07] And the summers in Tokyo are brutal. So, yeah, I mean, it
was just a really disgusting piece of clothing to wear every day.

And basically young men wore gaukaran until they were old enough to wear a suit. There was a
dark, simple, western uniform in public life.

Marx[00:14:21] It's incredibly stifling in terms of, you know, personal expression and all
those kind of things, because everyone's just wearing the same thing and you're
basically wearing the same piece of clothing every single day.

And so it's kind of funny. That someone who grew up wearing this black drab gakuran. Every
single day. Would grow up to change the entire way Japan dresses.

Marx [00:08:43] So Kensuke Ishizu, was born in the early 20th century

Kenzuke Ishizu was born in the Southwestern city of Okayama, in 1911

Marx: He came from a rich family that were paper wholesalers.

As a kid, Ishizu was just so into clothes. Even under his severe limitations– Ishizu asked his
parents to transfer him to a different school far away from his house because their gakuran had
gold buttons. In middle school, Ishizu asked his tailor to add square flaps on the back pockets or
wider hems to his pants- just anything to give off the smallest hint of a sense of personal style
under the thick dark Gaurkan. But eventually by the time he got to high school, he just showed
off his personal style in the only way young boys could. Which was basically by letting his
Gakuran get worn out. This was part of a style known as Bankara.

Masafumi: [00:09:21] There's a concept to called Bankara in Japan, which originally
was a reaction towards Japan's embrace of European culture after Japan opened to the
West in 1868.

Back when Emperor Meiji was launching his modernization campaign, some rebels and
naysayers would proudly adversarily wear their dirty old kimonos.

There's a group of people who are opposed to the idea of European culture and ideas.
So they started distinguishing themselves by wearing their kimono in a ragged dirty way.
So they consciously dirtied their kimonos and had a shabby look.  And they were called
Bankara and ban means savage. So they consciously created their identity through
adopting like a ragged, shabby look.

But over time the shabby Bankara look became a bit more widely accepted. It kind of reminds of
how leather motorcycle jackets went from being for actual motorcycle gang members to
something mainstream and acceptable - so in a similar way by the time Ishizu was wearing
Gakuran, bankara boys were somewhat common.
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Masafumi: [00:11:21] when Ishizu started sort of started associating with the bankura in
the 1920s, in 1930s, is this idea of bankara and its vile and savage nature bankarat had
sort of toned it down a little bit and it was back then practiced mainly by male student of
high school

And really, Bankara was kind of the biggest counterculture movement for youth. This was the
main way that educated privileged boys could express themselves and like rebel against their
parents and show off a bit at the same time. Because having a raggedy gakuran showed that
you had been in school for a long time.

Marx: [00:15:25] And so the kind of more worn down your Gakuran was the more elite
you were. You know, it just showed that you'd been wearing this thing forever.

So Ishizu wore his gakuran ragged. But when he graduated, as a young man in the 1930s, he
had to look for other ways to express himself in clothing. He would try out different little fledgling
westen fashion trends, like, he’d put on a three piece brown tweed suit

. And that was seen as somewhat perverse and immoral because clothing was
supposed to be uniform in a sense.

So none of the fashion fads that rippled up in Japan in the 30s really lasted or took hold.

And so there was a little bit of a movement of style in the thirties, and then the war came
and it shut down.

And so Ishizu’s story really picks up when he left Japan. And he went to a colony on the East
China Sea.

Marx[00:08:54] Japan had colonized a lot of Asia, he went over to a city called Tianjin in
China

Tianjin was extremely international. Ishizu picked up basic English and Russian and Chinese, all
while running this Japanese store.

and he helped to run a department store. And there he became the mens fashion buyer
at the store

But then as WWII spread throughout China, this department store realized that this was not the
right moment to sell luxury goods -  So they sold off the company. Ishizu shaved his head and
enlisted in the Navy. But he chose to remain there in china. And he was assigned to oversee a
glycerin factory… where, I love this fact,  he proceeded to retool the machinery to make fancy
luxurious clear soaps scented with spices from Paris.

But in August of 1945, Ishizu heard the Emperor’s radio broadcast announcing that Japan had
surrendered to Allied Forces. And shortly thereafter the Nationalist Chinese Army came to
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ransack Ishisu’s factory for barrels of glycerin, and they locked up Ishizu in a makeshift prison
for most of September 1945.

Marx [00:11:27] In China after the war, he was in a prison camp, you know, awaiting
repatriation. And he met this lieutenant named O'Brien

The lore says that this American Lieutenant supposedly O’Brien was just looking for someone
who could speak english. And this lieutenant let Ishizu out of the makeshift prison and he and
Ishizu became friends. And this lieutenant regaled Ishizu with all kinds of stories about America.
And about his life in the years before the war. About his time in college. This was the first time
Ishizu heard about something called the Ivy League. And Ishizu’s conversations with this
American Lieutenant would set in motion a series of events that would kickstart Japanese
fashion, and change the way the world dresses. But the flick of the first domino was simply
when Ishizu learned that there was, somewhere in America, a place called Princeton.

**doo doo doo doo***

Allison: [00:13:08] So these are the gates. When you're a freshman, you, like, walk
through these gates as a whole part of the ceremony of, like, matriculating and joining
the college

The seal of princeton university is suspended over these black metal gates, with the motto Dei
Sub Numine Vinget-under god’s power she flourishes.

Allison: [00:13:23] And it's bad luck when you're when you're a student, it's bad luck to
leave through the middle gates because it's like a jinx or like you have to leave through
the side gates before you actually graduate.

Avery: [00:13:34] Did you obey that? [00:13:35][0.5]

Allison: [00:13:35] Oh, totally. [00:13:35][0.2]

My dear friend and fellow podcaster Allison Behringer went to Princeton University.  And when
she took me to campus- I could see what an imprint it made on her. Like she still revered the
campus superstition and wouldn’t go through the front gates.

Avery: [00:14:21] Wait. So now will you still not go through this?

Allison: [00:14:23] The name you, I guess, doesn't matter, because, like the curse, any
kind of curse, it doesn't apply to me. I got got the diploma.

Avery: [00:14:29] But I can feel you resisting.

Allison: [00:14:31] Let's go in the side door.

The Princeton campus sort of feels like its own separate fiefdom, even from the little town
around it.  It has all these cultures and rituals and traditions that are totally unique and home
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grown. Even for me, an American who attended a privat college on a campus,  Princeton still felt
like something really different. And in the 1920s and 1930s, it had this particular cocktail of
ingredients that led to the invention of Ivy Style. This - Princeton- is where Ivy style began.

Avery: [00:19:07] So let's talk about the specific importance of Princeton. Why is
Princeton particularly important among the Ivies? [00:19:16][9.2]

Patricia: [00:19:57] First of all, it's slightly isolated. It was a bit away from an urban area.
This isolation gave them their own culture.

Patricia Mears is the deputy director of the museum at the Fashion Institute of Technology. She
curated the 2012 exhibit Ivy Style.

Patricia [00:20:13] And because Princeton tended to cleave a little bit more towards the
conservative side, it was considered very genteel in some ways. And also its nickname
was the best southern school in the north. [00:19:17] And I believe before World War
two, about 85% of its student body was obviously all male but were white, Anglo-Saxon
and Anglican specifically they were Protestant. So it meant there was a very small
number of Catholics, Jews and others attending the school

Also Princeton is comparatively tiny. While Harvard has 25 thousand students, Princeton has
around 8,400 students.  And, as Allison can confirm, Princeton students are uniquely sporty

Allison: [00:49:36] one out of every five students is a varsity athlete. There's a there's
tons of athletes.

No one on the Princeton campus was just hanging around outside smoking weed like they did
on my college campus. Everyone seemed to be going to or coming from sports practice, and
wearing their sports clothes right from class to practice to dinner. ports are so important-  It’s
even rumored that the name “IVY” league comes from a conference of four college sports
teams- the four colleges being yale, princeton, harvard and a fourth one that changes
depending who you ask. But there were four of them. Which in Roman Numerals I-V

Deirdre: [00:01:28] Historically, casual wear has been based. It's based on sportswear.
Right.

Deirdre Clemente is a professor of history at the University of Nevada Las Vegas and  the
author of Dress Casual: How College Students Redefined American Style.

Deirdre: [00:01:49] the turn of that century really saw the introduction and rise of sports
as part of American culture. And with that came its own sort of brand of clothes. For
men, it would have been lighter pants, you know, a sweater or this is really where you
see the introduction of sweaters.

A lot of preppy clothes started as sportswear- like button down shirts were versions of shirts
polo players used to wear. They used to button down their collars so they wouldn’t flap up in
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their faces while they were riding horses. But then American college students just started
wearing these sports clothes all the time– to class, to parties, whatever.

[00:02:30] in that 1910 era, sportswear was really worn on sports- now historically when
things start to heat up is by end of that decade going into the 1920s, when you see
sportswear not only on the courts but in the cafeterias, in restaurants. these sort of
breaks with the old ways, right? Breaks with suits and sort of more formal feeling fabrics.
People are looking for-They're talking about versatility in clothes. Hey, that's an
interesting concept that hasn't been around, right? Mix and match.

So it's really a change when people have the relationships Americans with their clothes
really changes in the twenties and thirties. And of course, college students were really at
the heart of that change for a variety of reasons ranging from their involvement in sports
but also sort of a a new sense of space from their parents. They became more interested
in what their friends said than with their parents said.

College was this new world that felt like it was for peers by peers. Where students could dress
for each other and not to appeal to authority. And Princeton, in particular, has a huge part of its
culture that’s run almost entirely by students.

Patricia [00:19:57] unlike many other universities, they didn't have fraternities. They had
what they called eating clubs, and they were self-regulatory

Allison: [00:54:00] They're not run by the university.

70% of juniors and seniors at Princeton are in eating clubs– and each eating club is organized
by 6 to 10 students with a cleaning and cooking staff.  Allison was in an Eating Club. It was quite
literally where she would go to eat lunch every day.

Allison: [01:01:00] And what's cool is like something new they started was I was on
financial aid and find my financial aid covered my dining hall plan and so my financial aid
could be applied to the eating club. [01:01:14][13.2]

Allison walked me down what looked like a residential street lined with beautiful old mansions.
An Eating Club with an old antique cannon outside of it was called cannon

Allison: [00:59:58] lot of football players and sports people join that one. Here's Colonial
on the left.

So the eating clubs– these places run by and for students, was the cherry on top of all these
factors. In the 1920s and 30s, Princeton’s size, location, homogeneity, and sportiness, made it
the perfect petri dish for a new kind of casual style.

Patricia: [00:13:11] and yes, shirt and tie, but never restricted. Mostly slip-on style
shoes. The Oxford cloth classic button down shirt was never meant to be a starched, stiff
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garment, and the ties were meant to be colorful accessories, never ones to inhibit
movement or freedom.

Patricia Mears says the biggest hallmark of the Ivy look was that - the clothes had just…
softened.

Patricia [00:29:57] The 1920s into especially into the thirties, was important because
clothes softened….. But it was still beautifully tailored or beautifully draped.

This was most obviously seen in the shoulders of the suits. The jackets students were wearing
weren’t padded or constructed like an italian suit or a British Savile Row suit. The shoulders of
the student’s jacket were soft and unpadded. It was a natural shoulder. More comfortable, more
casual. More room for movement. And of course it looks best if you’ve already got the physique
to pull it off

Patricia: [00:31:50 The men who wore it looked pretty good underneath those suits  too.
The body type, I think, had a lot to do with it. [00:32:21] This was all about balance and
proportion based on your body without having to overly reshape it

Early fashion media really helped spread this look off campuses. Menswear trade journals like
Apparel Arts Magazine were gaining traction among clothing sellers and industry insiders. And
Apparel Arts Magazine in particular started to focus on the style of the students of Princeton
University

Patricia [00:25:34]. And I was asking myself why? And, you know, the magazine was
started in 1931 at the height of the Depression–  And what they realized is that young
men between the ages of 18 and 22 actually spent more money than any other
demographic. One account I heard is that college students accounted for 51% of the
sales of good quality menswear in America. That's why you start to see a few pages
devoted to collegians here and there, and within a few years by the mid-thirties, they had
actual issues devoted to what young men were wearing on college campuses, in apparel
arts. [00:26:04][30.6]

Ivy style started on the campus of Princeton. No doubt about it. And there’s another element at
play. Because the way Princeton students were dressing  was also sort of in parallel and in
response to another youth movement that had already been happening with students in
England.

[00:14:59]The ivy leagues were all founded before we became a country, with the
exception of cornell, so it made sense that these young men were going to turn to
england for inspiration.

So many elements of ivy style are obviously imported from England. Like all the tartan and the
tweed. And the fact that most of these sports clothes came from very British sports like tennis
and golf and polo. Although English youth style in the 20s and 30s was different than ivy.
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DJ: [00:20:00] a lot of this- what we call the soft look- is coming from Oxford in the
1920s. It's coming from undergraduate styles

Look across the pond at Oxford university and you also see the early stages of a casual
revolution happening there. In a really different way. By the 1920s, students at Oxford had
already shed their stiff Savile Row suits, and were instead opting for  more comfy clothes, like
loose slacks. And turtlenecks. Or as brits  would call them, High neck jumpers.

…and a high neck jumper was the only way in which a respectable young man could get
away with not wearing a tie.

DJ Taylor is a writer and critic specializing in 20th century British culture .

[00:20:49] The other thing, too, that they pioneered, which was immensely looked down
upon, was not wearing a hat.[00:21:06] as as late as the early 20th century, you could
get booed in the street if you went out without a hat.

Rebellion was in the air in 1920s London. Because there was a new youth subculture afoot.
They were called the Bright young people. And they liked to party.

DJ [00:10:11] They were always rushing around all over the place. They can never sit
still. So instead of just having an evening out with your friends, you'd finish your meal in
the restaurant. You then get in the car and drive 60 miles down to the coast of the British
South Coast. You then go to a nightclub, you then go somewhere else, and you've
finished up with breakfast at 5:00 in the morning, somewhere back in Soho. They have
this constant swirling and sense of things whirling around and cars going at high speeds
and hyped up gramophone records.

The Bright Young People arranged treasure hunts all over the city, they fluttered from club to
club. You can read about their bohemian exploits in books by Evelyn Waugh and look at them in
photographs by cecil beaton- and you can in these photographs see that everyone is always in
some sort of costume.

DJ [00:08:04] it was the great age of the fancy dress party.

Swimsuit parties, tropical parties- bright young people would sometimes carry a spare costume
in a bag- you never knew when you might need it.

DJ [00:08:30] you could go as an admiral perhaps or an Egyptian goddess

On the surface this seemed like a lost generation of young people enthusiastically choosing to
devote themselves to hedonism. But fashion is always political.  There was something under it.
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DJ [00:22:25] it's more than just somebody saying, oh, I want to wear flamboyant clothes

Because all this partying was all directly in the aftermath of the FIRST world War

[00:22:43] you know, there's been a four year world war where millions of people have
died. Of the generation just above you is the generation of your brothers and sisters

Many of them had lost their siblings. And even if they didn’t- like Eveyln Waugh was too young
to enlist in the war. his older brother Alec had served, and he’d been a prisoner of war- and it
totally changed his life and his perspective on the world. But now there was this rift between
them. This generation just seemed so separate from everyone older than them.

DJ [00:23:05] So that the younger generation, by the time they get up to Oxford in the
middle and the early to mid 1920s, on the one hand, they're determined that they're
going to have a good time. But they’re also seething with guilt as well because they were
too young to have fought in the war.

So they were laden with a mixture of  shame and hedonism. The bright young people were, as
DJ Taylor puts it, sorrowing in sunlight.

[00:24:14] You know, so you've got what outwardly is this atmosphere of decadence and,
you know, everybody having a good time and the Roaring Twenties. But beneath it is this
terrible feeling of loss, underestimation and detachment. The old world is gone. It's never
going to be the same again. [00:24:45]. So let's enjoy what we've got here now, but in
the consciousness that isn't going to last. And so that's what I think it gives the, you
know, the hedonism of the 1920s, this immensely tragic underpinning which we find on
both sides of the Atlantic, of course.

Avery: but is it fair to say the story starts with the bright young things?

Patricia: [00:16:58] in a way yeah, I think so.

Patricia Mears of the FIT Museum again

The main thing is that generation wanted to step away from the rigidity of the
eduwardian era. But I think Americans had already started.

Because, and this is notable the bright young things, and their American counterparts, could all
just go out and buy clothes -without having to get fitted and measured for them. And that had
been an All American gift to the world baby.

[00:15:28] We relaxed the clothes, we made them accessible. We pioneered the concept
of ready to wear.
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And by We. Patricia really means Brooks Brothers. Brooks Brothers pioneered so much of this
stuff.

Patricia: [00:18:21] For example, like the polo coat was softened and changed by the
Americans. And a lot of people have given Brooks Brothers credit for this.

And Brooks Brothers introduced the Oxford cloth button down shirt, back in 1896. Brooks
Brothers is the oldest clothing company in America. It is over 200 years old. And it is so vitally
important to American history. Like during the civil war they made some of the uniforms for the
union army. But even more than that. Brooks Brothers was part of this revolution. That created
the very concept of mass produced, ready to wear clothing

[00:15:49] as early as the very early 19th century, they had clothes that could be ordered
and then shipped cross-country. This was something that simply didn't exist anyplace
else

And in the early days of the American Democratic experiment, companies like Brooks Brothers
created a whole new concept of what citizenship could look like.  After the break.

—----------BREAK—------\

Most clothing companies that are roughly old as Brooks Brothers- like  Louis Vuitton or Hermes-
these businesses started as like artisan luxury craftspeople. But Brooks Brothers from its very
very beginning– was always making mass produced clothing for the masses. Because. It was
very tied up with the early days of the American Democratic experiment.

Michael: [00:01:20] What was threatening about democracy was that it overthrew all
established hierarchiy [00:03:56] And one of the most outstanding symbols of the
American politics in the 19th century was clothing.

Michael Zakim is a professor at Tel Aviv University and the author of Ready-Made Democracy.
And in the 18th century, Democracy was like what socialism is now. In that- in many circles it
was a controversial idea to  even utter. So of course, when the United States declared it was
going to make a completely democratic government, visitors and ambassadors from Europe
were eager to come check it out. And inevitably, they would all breathlessly report- my god!
Everyone in the states dresses so well!!

Michael: [00:22:01] In fact it was a kind of a real kind of favorite cliche that everyone
was busy repeating in the 19th century. .. that the poorest kind of working person
dresses better than the King of England did 100 years beforehand. And you know what?
They were right.

And all these Europeans were so amazed because- around this time, people did not go
shopping for clothing. They went shopping for cloth. And then they would sew it up themselves.
Or bring it to a tailor.  And if you were buying clothes, like already made clothes- that was not
fun or pleasurable or anything to be proud of.
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Michael: [00:28:30] a garment that it was already made was usually a garment that had
belonged to someone else. And it was a hand-me-down to someone who wore ready,
made clothing, belong to the poorest, the least able to clothe themselves to the point
where in fact they were reliant on a trade in secondhand clothing, which and there were
plenty of secondhand clothing stores in the same kind of neighborhood along the East
River and Catherine Street, where Henry Brooks first begins to do business.

Henry Brooks was not a clothier. He was not a tailor. He was a grocer. He runs a grocery store
on Catherine street in Manhattan. But he switched to selling clothes because he witnessed
something amazing happening.

[00:11:44] And Henry Brooks sees an opportunity. He's not alone. There's scores of
others who do the same.

There was this very interesting moment when the war of 1812 ends. And it’s important to note
that, at this point, America didn’t really have a fully cloth industry just yet. The raw cotton that
enslaved people were being forced to grow in the South, was mostly sent to England.  And so
Americans bought their fabrics from the UK. But the British were the enemy in the war of 1812
and so we had stopped importing their stuff. So a surplus built up and the brits just dumped all
this excess fabric in the ports of New York City. This might have been an intentional tactic to
mess with the local economies in US Port cities.  But it backfired. Because people like Henry
Brooks who worked by the docks watched  all this fabric pile up

Michael: [01:14:29] Henry Brooks has no idea how to make clothing. What he's very
good at is paying others as little as possible to make it for him

And labor just so happens to be the most plentiful resource in New York in 1818, when Henry
Brooks starts making clothes.

[00:18:33] these are the years that every decade, New York doubles the size of its
population. There's access to labor. And this is labor that's largely inexpensive because
it's largely female labor. [00:18:45][12.7]

Whereas tailors, traditionally had been men, and trained craftsmen at that- companies like
Brooks Brothers could now have their cloth cut out into a sets of standardized patterns, and
outsource the sewing to women- who worked at home, sometimes with their entire families-
sewing the garments together as outsourced labor.

Michael: [00:16:15] So Henry Brooks in that respects very much represents the future.
And so what he does is he establishes kind of this business model [00:16:59] for what
becomes then this mass industry

And so suddenly any old joe schmo who used to have to really save for a suit or thought they’d
never have one, can buy these pre-made clothes. Sailors and day laborers could come to the
Brooks location on Catherine street.
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Michael: [00:55:41] where they would find competently designed and competently
produced clothing but kind of noticeably of a lower scale and lower quality.

But Henry Brooks’ four sons took over the business in 1850. And they level it up.

[00:29:21] and they open a store in a very fancy shopping district

And the Brooks Brothers build a beautiful four story shop on Broadway. It’s sort of a grand
mirrored palace - and it proved that readymade clothes were for refined people too. And this is
sort of the origin of the shopping experience as we know it now. With pre-made clothes,
pre-fixed prices. No longer haggling and bartering or going to get measured. Now you could
walk into a shop, enjoy the entertainment of holding up and trying on garments, and walk out
with something. Or nothing.

Michael: [01:01:37] So shopping becomes increasingly part of the public space or public
culture.

And for a spell, the Brooks Brothers stores on Catherine Street and Broadway- the upscale and
the lower end, are operating at the same time. And all the while Brooks was also doing a lot of
wholesale business, shipping out to stores around the nation.

Michael: [00:17:51] So we find, you know, you can go to any medium sized town in an
1830 and 1840. A medium sized town or village is not very large at all. And you'll find a
couple of clothing stores that are selling goods that were made in New York.

As the french foreign minister Alexis DeTocqueville observed: “the man you left in New York you
find again in almost impenetrable solitudes: same clothes, same attitude, same language, same
habits, same pleasures.”  There became an American Aesthetic. A great American trend.

Michael: [00:44:27] And emphasis on kind of a standard appearance that's neither
above or below- a celebration of what Benjamin Franklin would call in the 18th century
"our happy mediocrity." And he meant something positive about that. He meant
something that in America, no one's very rich and no one's very poor.

So this is a change in trends, right? Rather than wanting to look rich or look fancy, at this
moment in the American democratic experiment, there was this great desire for conformity. We
want to look like everyone else. After all, this was a republic- the citizens were supposed to look
like each other, and not try to emulate some monarch.

[01:11:03] And my willingness, my individual decision to look like others, not just to look
like others, but to fit in. Because that's what democracy, liberal democracy requires us, in
fact, is to make every individual effort to be like others. …. So for any for this to work it
rather than to slide into chaos and everyone out for themselves, then we all have to
make every effort to fit in. [01:11:46][42.9]
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In the mid 1800s, the experience of being a white American of Eurpean descent. Was feeling
like America was a  nation full of strangers. The cities were full of strangers. The frontier is full of
strangers. All the settlers were far away from their ancestral villages and families and their
heritages.  Wearing clothing that wasn’t made for their bodies. No one had taken their
measurements. Went they went into a store they did not know the salesman who sells it to you
so you trust the price on the tag. In a nation full of strangers: homogenous, good quality,
mass-produced clothes are the closest approximation to a sense of national unity. And that’s
what Brooks Brothers provided. A safe bedrock.

Jonathan: [01:28:34] It's certainly not trendy. hahahaIt's

Jonathan Square is the assistant professor of black visual culture at Parsons School of Design.

It’s certainly not trendy. It's it's it's kind of just basic menswear. It's safe. dependable,
traditional, respectable

And so it came to be that 40 out of 46 American Presidents have been clothed by Brooks
Brothers

And the only reason the first four presidents did not wear Brooks Brothers was that the store
didn’t exist yet. Since Brooks has been in business, only two presidents have not worn Brooks
suits. And I’ll tell you who they are later, but they’re not who you’d think. Like Professor Square
showed me a picture of Obama and Trump standing side by side wearing identical Brooks
Brothers coats.

Jonathan: [00:58:39] They were sort of outfitted almost identically by Brooks Brothers.
The only difference was their tie. Trump was wearing a red tie. Obama was wearing a
blue tie, which I assumed was sort of a reflection of their political affiliations. But I
thought it was fascinating because they're like two very different individuals. But there is
something about Brooks Brothers clothing. That sort of. Traditionally considered
conforming.

So it’s always been a powerful symbol that the American presidents wore readily available mass
produced clothes- especially in the mid 1800s it was shocking that the most powerful politicians
dressed in the same suits as the street vendors and the small town mayors  and local
businessmen. All classes of men.

Michael: [00:34:31] there are no ready made clothes for women. That's going to happen
only towards the end of the 19th century, interestingly enough.

Because  American men could buy suits readymade off the rack- companies like Brooks
Brothers were following fashion for them. And they allowed men to continue to entertain the
fantasy that they themselves did not follow fashion.

Michael: [00:40:44] Because they're much too rational for that. They're busy thinking
about what's really important, which of course, is politics and business. Now women of
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course don't think about politics and business because largely they’re not allowed to. So
in fact women become very active agents in fashioning themselves.

Women had to stay on top of trends - they had to seek out clothing journals and figure out what
was in style for themselves, and often then make it with their own sewing. As Professor Zakim
puts in- in the United States, fashion no longer divided the aristocrat and the republican. But
instead women and men.

And of course, not all men were allowed the simple democratic uniform either.

Jonathan: [01:02:23] there's going to be a corner of the show devoted to Brooks
Brothers that I'm working on.

When I met with Professor Square at his office, he was telling me about this exhibit at the
Metropolitan Museum he was helping to curate.

And so we're showing … showing the coat that Abraham Lincoln was wearing when he
was shot at Ford's Theater, and it was actually Brooks Brothers coat. Wow.

It’s a long overcoat- simple and black. But other jacket in the exhibit looks really different.

Jonathan: [00:47:43] you wouldn't necessarily think that it's a Brooks Brothers coat.

It’s ornate. double breasted, with silver colored buttons up the front.

It's sort of giving like. Train Conductor or circus ringmaster. Yeah. [00:48:10][27.1]

The buttons all have falcons on them, because that’s the crest of the Mercer Family.

Jonathan: [00:45:54] William Newton Mercer | was the man who originally purchased
the coat.

But he did not purchase the coat for himself.

Jonathan: [00:47:49] Jonathan: people don't realize that Brooks Brothers actually
manufactured livery.

Let’s define livery as very ritzy dressy servant clothes.

And some of that livery ended up on the backs of enslaved people

Michael: [01:28:48] It's clownish, it's ornate, it's un-American. It's associated with
European aristocracy.

Professor Zakim says sometimes European fashion journals would show white servants wearing
livery and Americans would flip out.
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Michael: Livery is very controversial in the United States from the very beginning
because of its associations with kind of a corrupt European aristocracy. We don't do this
in America. We're a happy mediocrity. Right, as benjamin franklin characterized the new
republic.  And it was not acceptable to dress white servants in livery. It's not serious. It's
not civic minded, and thus it's perfectly suited to the black man. Get it?

Avery: [00:48:11] do you know many other livery companies or is Brooks Brothers kind
of like the big one in America? [00:48:18][6.3]

Jonathan: [00:48:19] There are several. The thing is, those companies don't exist
anymore. I think that's what's really interesting about Brooks Brothers, but is its longevity.
It's been around for over 200 years and I think it says a lot about Brooks Brothers. At the
same time, it was making clothing worn by enslaved people. It was also making clothing
worn by American presidents.

Brooks Brothers is the American Brand. In every single way. Because, we’ll get into this later,
Brooks Brothers would eventually go on to clothe a lot of black luminaries

Jonathan: [01:19:35] That’s why I say I dont wanna cancel Brooks Brothers- it’s
complicated! You know what I mean?

More on that next chapter. This is all to say, Brooks Brothers is the only company of its ilk that is
still around- it was one of a whole wave of retailers that changed the way the world shopped and
dressed. Readymade clothes already helped make the world more casual. It’s just that Brooks
Brothers eventually would make the savvy pivot to making the sporty all American style known
as Ivy.

Patricia: [00:25:28] Who was going to go to Brooks Brothers? As often as not, it was
going to be a young man.

And so by the time we get to the 1920s and 30s- when there were all these murmurings of early
youth culture, and there was this sort of style exchange between the young people of the United
States and the young people of England—The Bright young people brought the attitude. But
ultimately America provided the clothing.

DJ [00:30:47] In England, you went to the university, which was either Oxford or
Cambridge. In America, you know, you have these thing called campuses. And what was
that! So, yes, like American culture was a source of huge interest at this point in Britain.

Some of the bright young people even threw american themed costume parties, where
participants were dressing up in ivy clothes. And at any of these costume parties- you could
very likely run into the Prince of Wales.

DJ [00:18:26] here was a famous popular song in the 1920s - sung by a Woman, which
went I danced with a man who danced with the girl who danced with the Prince of Wales.
And everybody kind of, you know, wanted a piece of him.[00:18:38][11.5]
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And, even when the dress party theme wasn’t Ivy, the Prince of Wales he was often seen in a
button down shirt and a soft shoulder blazer. He admitted he was inspired by the way
Americans dressed.

DJ [00:18:56] You’re right- the fashionable blazer. He wasn't the great one for the formal
sort of tailcoat and the sort of thing that his father's generation would have worn.

To put it bluntly. The Prince was dressing like a student from Princeton. Which is sort of the
crowning victory for the all american democratic clothing movement. That a monarch was
dressed in mass-produced oxford shirts and blazers and loafers.

Which is also presumably, the style that a lieutenant supposedly named O’Brien was wearing
during his time on the campus of Princeton. There’s no way of knowing if Lieutenant O’Brien told
Kensuke Ishizu about the clothes at Princeton, specifically. I don’t know if fashion came up.
Because when Kensuke Ishizu eventually discovered Ivy style for himself, he was going to see it
with bright new eyes. And recognize it in a way that no American could have.
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